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Abstract. Molecular dynamics simulations allow us to study the be-
havior of complex biomolecular systems. These simulations suffer a large
computational complexity that leads to simulation times of several weeks
in order to recreate just a few microseconds of a molecule’s motion
even on high-performance computing platforms. In recent years, state-of-
the-art molecular dynamics algorithms have benefited from the parallel
computing capabilities of multicore systems, as well as GPUs used as
co-processors. In this paper we present a parallel molecular dynamics
algorithm for on-board multi-GPU architectures. We parallelize a state-
of-the-art molecular dynamics algorithm at two levels. We employ a spa-
tial partitioning approach to simulate the dynamics of one portion of a
molecular system on each GPU, and we take advantage of direct commu-
nication between GPUs to transfer data among portions. We also paral-
lelize the simulation algorithm to exploit the multi-processor computing
model of GPUs. Most importantly, we present novel parallel algorithms
to update the spatial partitioning and set up transfer data packages on
each GPU. We demonstrate the feasibility and scalability of our pro-
posal through a comparative study with NAMD, a well known parallel
molecular dynamics implementation.

1 Introduction

Molecular dynamics simulations [20] are computational approaches for studying
the behavior of complex biomolecular systems at the atom level, estimating their
dynamic and equilibrium properties which can not be solved analytically. Their
most direct applications are related to identifying and predicting the structure
of proteins, but they also provide a tool for drug or material design. These simu-
lations recreate the movements of atoms and molecules due to their interactions
for a given period of time. However, they are limited by size and computational
time due to the current available computational resources. For instance, simu-
lating just one nanosecond of the motion of a well known system with 92 224
atoms (ApoA1 benchmark) using only one processor takes up to 14 days [13].

The simulation times of molecular dynamics can be reduced thanks to al-
gorithms that update atoms in a parallel way. Such algorithms were initially
implemented on multi-CPU architectures, such as multicore processors or com-
puter clusters with several computing nodes connected by a local area network



(LAN) [2,6, 14]. More recent alternatives have used hybrid GPU-CPU architec-
tures to provide parallelism [22], taking advantage of the massive parallel capa-
bilities of GPUs. This approach interconnects several computing nodes, each one
with one or more GPUs serving as co-processors of the CPUs [5,9]. The compute
power of this approach is bounded by the cost to transfer data between CPUs
and GPUs and between compute nodes.

Novel GPU architectures support direct communication between GPUs, even
mounted on the same board [21]. These features enable the use of GPUs as the
central compute nodes of parallel molecular dynamics algorithms, and not just
as mere co-processors, thereby reducing the communication load. In this paper,
we present a parallel molecular dynamics algorithm for on-board multi-GPU ar-
chitectures. We parallelize molecular dynamics simulations at two levels. At the
high level, we present a spatial partitioning approach to assign one portion of a
molecular system to each GPU. At the low level, we parallelize on each GPU the
simulation of its corresponding portion. Most notably, we present algorithms for
the massively parallel update of the spatial partitions and for the setup of data
packages to be transferred to other GPUs. We demonstrate our approach on a
multi-GPU on-board architecture, using PCIe for direct GPU-GPU communica-
tion. We show speed-ups and improved scalability over NAMD, a state-of-the-art
multi-CPU-GPU simulation algorithm that uses GPUs as co-processors.

2 Related Work

In computer-driven molecular dynamics simulations, atoms are contained in a
virtual 3D coordinate system that models the real environment inside a specific
volume. In biological systems, the molecules are surrounded by water molecules,
and periodic boundary conditions are imposed on the simulation volume, i.e., the
simulation volume is implicitly replicated infinite times. The simulation time is
divided into steps of very small size, in the order of 1fs = 10−15s. Given atom
positions Xi and velocities Vi at time Ti, the simulation algorithm evaluates the
interaction forces and integrates them to obtain positions Xi+1 and velocities
Vi+1 at time Ti+1. The interaction forces can be divided in:

i) Bonded forces, which can be of several types depending on the number of
atoms involved: single bond, angle, proper and improper dihedral forces. ii) Non-
bonded short-range forces, composed of Van der Waals forces and electrostatic
interactions between atoms closer than a cutoff radius (Rc). iii) Non-bonded
long-range forces, consisting of electrostatic interactions between atoms sepa-
rated by a distance greater than Rc. In the remaining of this paper, we account
only for bonded and short-range non-bonded forces.

The different dynamics of the various types of forces suggest the use of Mul-
tiple Time Stepping integrators (MTS) [8, 23], which use a smaller time step
for bonded forces. Several MTS integrators have been proposed, such as Verlet-
I/r-RESPA [3], MOLLY [19] and LN [1]. Despite the use of more time steps
for bonded forces, most of the integrator’s time is spent calculating non-bonded
forces. The computation of short-range non-bonded forces can be accelerated



using a regular grid, which is updated at a lower rate than the simulation. This
method is known as cell list [4,12,16]. A more comprehensive description of the
basics of molecular dynamics can be found in [20].

Several authors have proposed ways to parallelize molecular dynamics al-
gorithms on hybrid CPU-GPU architectures [11, 25]. NAMD [17] defines work
tasks and then partitions these tasks among the available computing nodes.
GPUs are used as massively parallel co-processors to speed-up the tasks that
involve computation of non-bonded short-range forces. GROMACS [5] performs
a spatial partitioning on the molecular system to distribute it on a multi-core ar-
chitecture, and then the CPUs may use GPUs as co-processors to speed-up force
computations. ACEMD [4] performs GPU-parallel computation of the various
forces in a molecular system, and each type of force is handled on a separate
GPU. This approach exploits on-board multi-GPU architectures, but its scal-
ability is limited because all communications are handled through the CPU.
Very recently, Rustico et al. [18] have proposed a spatial partitioning approach
for multi-GPU particle-based fluid simulation, which shares many features with
molecular dynamics. Our work addresses massively parallel data management
and communication, not discussed by Rustico et al.

3 Algorithm Overview

In contrast to previous parallel molecular dynamics algorithms, we propose a
two-level algorithm that partitions the molecular system, and each GPU handles
in a parallel manner the computation and update of its corresponding portion,
as well as the communications with other GPUs.

To solve the dynamics, we use a generic Verlet/Respa MTS integrator. In our
examples, we have used a time step ∆t = 2 fs for short-range non-bonded forces,
and we update bonded forces nStepsBF = 2 times per time step. We accelerate
short-range non-bonded forces using the cell-list method, with a grid resolution
of Rc/2. The cell-list data structure can be updated and visited efficiently on a
GPU using the methods in [24].

We partition the molecule using grid-aligned planes, thus minimizing the
width of interfaces and simplifying the update of partitions. We partition the
simulation domain only once at the beginning of the simulation, and then update
the partitions by transferring atoms that cross borders. We have tested two
partitioning approaches with different advantages:

– Binary partition (Figure 1a): we recursively halve molecule portions using
planes orthogonal to their largest dimension. Each portion may have up to
26 neighbors in 3D.

– Linear partition (Figure 1b): we divide the molecular system into regular
portions using planes orthogonal to the largest dimension of the full simula-
tion volume. With this method, each portion has only 2 neighbors, but the
interfaces are larger; therefore, it trades fewer communication messages for
more expensive partition updates.



(a) Binary Partition (b) Linear Partition (c) Cells at the Interface

Fig. 1: On the left and center, comparison of binary (a) vs. linear spatial par-
titioning (b). The striped regions represent the periodicity of the simulation
volume. On the right, the different types of cells at the interface between two
portions of the simulation volume.

Based on our cell-based partition strategy, each GPU contains three types of
cells as shown in Figure 1c:

– Private cells that are exclusively assigned to one GPU.
– Shared cells that contain atoms updated by a certain GPU, but whose data

needs to be shared with neighboring portions.
– Interface cells that contain atoms owned by another GPU, and used for force

computations in the given GPU.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of our proposed multi-GPU MTS integra-
tor, highlighting in blue with a star the differences w.r.t. a single-GPU version.
These differences can be grouped in two tasks: update partitions and synchro-
nize dynamics of neighboring portions. Once every ten time steps, we update the
partitions in two steps. First, we identify atoms that need to be updated, i.e.,
atoms that enter shared cells of a new portion. And second, we transfer the posi-
tions and velocities of these atoms. To synchronize dynamics, we transfer forces
of all shared atoms, and then each GPU integrates the velocities and positions
of its private and shared atoms, but also its interface atoms. Again, we carry
out the synchronization in two steps. First, after the cell-list data structure is
updated, we identify the complete set of shared atoms. And second, we transfer
the forces of shared atoms as soon as they are computed.

4 Parallel Partition Update and Synchronization

As outlined above, each GPU stores one portion of the complete molecular sys-
tem and simulates this subsystem using standard parallel algorithms [24]. In
this section, we describe massively parallel algorithms to update the partitions
and to transfer interface forces to ensure proper synchronization of dynamics
between subsystems. We propose algorithms that separate the identification of
atoms whose data needs to be transferred from the setup of the transfer pack-
ages. In this way, we can reuse data structures and algorithms both in partition



Algorithm 1 Multi-GPU Verlet/r-Respa MTS integrator. The modifications
w.r.t. the single-GPU version are highlighted in blue with a star.

1: procedure Step(currentStep)
2: if currentStep mod 10 = 0 then
3: ∗ identifyUpdateAtomIds()
4: ∗ transferUpdatePositionsAndV elocities()
5: updateCellList()
6: ∗ identifySharedAtomIds()
7: end if
8: integrateTemporaryPosition(0.5 ·∆t)
9: computeShortRangeForces()

10: ∗ transferSharedShortRangeForces()
11: for nStepsBF do
12: integratePosition(0.5 ·∆t/nStepsBF )
13: computeBondedForces()
14: ∗ transferSharedBondedForces()
15: integrateKickV elocity(∆t/nStepsBF )
16: integratePosition(0.5 ·∆t/nStepsBF )
17: end for
18: currentStep = currentStep+ 1
19: end procedure

updates and force transfers. Data transfers are issued directly between GPUs,
thereby minimizing communication overheads.

4.1 Data Structures

The basic molecular dynamics algorithm stores atom data in two arrays:

– staticAtomData corresponds to data that does not change during the simu-
lation, such as atom type, bonds, electrostatic and mechanical coefficients,
etc. It is sorted according to static atom indexes.

– dynamicAtomData that contains position and velocity, a force accumulator,
and the atom’s cell. It is sorted according to the cell-list structure, and all
atoms in the same cell appear in consecutive order.

Both arrays store the identifiers of the corresponding data in the other array
to resolve indirections. Each GPU stores a copy of the staticAtomData of the
whole molecule, and keeps dynamicAtomData for its private, shared, and inter-
face cells. The dynamicAtomData is resorted in each call to the updateCellList
procedure, and the atom identifiers are accordingly reset. Atoms that move out
of a GPU’s portion are simply discarded.

In our multi-GPU algorithm, we extend the dynamicAtomData, and store for
each atom a list of neighbor portions that it is shared with. We also define two
additional arrays on each GPU:

– cellNeighbors is a static array that stores, for each cell, a list of neighbor
portions.



– transferIDs is a helper data structure that stores pairs of neighbor identifiers
and dynamic atom identifiers. This data structure is set during atom identi-
fication procedures, and it is used for the creation of the transfer packages.

4.2 Identification of Transfer Data

Each GPU contains a transferIDs data structure of size nNeighbors ·nAtoms,
where nNeighbors is the number of neighbor portions, and nAtoms is the num-
ber of atoms in its corresponding portion. This data structure is set at two stages
of the MTS Algorithm 1, identifyUpdateAtomIds and identifySharedAtomIds.
In both cases, we initialize the neighbor identifier in the transferIDs data struc-
ture to the maximum unsigned integer value. Then, we visit all atoms in parallel
in one CUDA kernel, and flag the (atom, neighbor) pairs that actually need to
be transferred. We store one flag per neighbor and atom to avoid collisions at
write operations. Finally, we sort the transferIDs data structure according to
the neighbor identifier, and the (atom, neighbor) pairs that were flagged are
considered as valid and are automatically located at the beginning of the array.
We have used the highly efficient GPU-based Merge-Sort implementation in the
NVidia SDK [15] (5.3ms to sort an unsorted array with one million values on a
NVidia GeForce GTX580).

Algorithm 2 Identification of atoms whose data needs to be transferred, along
with their target neighbor.

1: procedure IdentifyTransferAtomIds(transferIDs)
2: for atomID in atoms do
3: for neighborID in cellNeighbors(dynamicAtomData[atomId].cellID) do
4: if MustTransferData(atomID, neighborID) then
5: offset = neighborID · nAtoms+ atomID
6: transferIDs[offset].atomID = atomID
7: transferIDs[offset].neighborID = neighborID
8: end if
9: end for

10: end for
11: Sort(transferIDs, neighborID)
12: end procedure

Algorithm 2 shows the general pseudo-code for the identification of transfer
data. The actual implementation of the MustTransferData procedure depends
on the actual data to be transferred. For partition updates, an atom needs to
be transferred to a certain neighbor portion if it is not yet present in its list of
neighbors. For force synchronization, an atom needs to be transferred to a certain
neighbor portion if it is included in its list of neighbors.We also update the list
of neighbors of every atom as part of the identifyUpdateAtomIds procedure.



(a) ApoA1 in water (b) C206 in water (c) 400K

Fig. 2: Benchmark molecules.

4.3 Data Transfer

For data transfers, we set in each GPU a buffer containing the output data and
the static atom identifiers. To set the buffer, we visit all valid entries of the
transferIDs array in parallel in one CUDA kernel, and fetch the transfer data
using the dynamic atom identifier. The particular transfer data may consist of
forces or positions and velocities, depending on the specific step in the MTS
Algorithm 1.

Transfer data for all neighbor GPUs is stored in one unique buffer; therefore,
we set an additional array with begin and end indexes for each neighbor’s chunk.
This small array is copied to the CPU, and the CPU invokes one asynchronous
copy function to transfer data between each GPU and one of its neighbors.
We use NVidia’s driver for unified memory access (Unified Virtual Addressing,
UVA) [21] to perform direct memory copy operations between GPUs.

Upon reception of positions and velocities during the update of the partitions,
each GPU appends new entries of dynamicAtomData at the end of the array.
These entries will be automatically sorted as part of the update of the cell-list.
Upon reception of forces during force synchronization, each GPU writes the force
values to the force accumulator in the dynamicAtomData. The received data
contains the target atoms’ static identifiers, which are used to indirectly access
their dynamic identifiers.

5 Evaluation

In order to validate our proposal, we carried out our experiments on a machine
outfitted with Ubuntu GNU/Linux 10.04, two Intel Xeon Quad Core 2.40GHz
CPUs with hyperthreading, 32 GB of RAM and four NVidia GTX580 GPUs
connected to PCIe 2.0 slots in an Intel 5520 IOH Chipset of a Tyan S7025
motherboard. The system’s PCIe 2.0 bus bandwidth for peer-to-peer through-
puts via IOH chip was 9GB/s full duplex, and 3.9 GB/s for GPUs on differ-
ent IOHs [10]. The IOH does not support non-contiguous byte enables from



PCI Express for remote peer-to-peer MMIO transactions [7]. The complete de-
ployment of our testbed architecture is depicted in Figure 3. Direct GPU-GPU
communication can be performed only for GPUs connected to the same IOH.
For GPUs connected through QPI, the driver performs the communication using
CPU RAM [10].

Given our testbed architecture, we have tested the scalability of our proposal
by measuring computation and transmission times for 1, 2, and 4 partitions
running on different GPUs. We have estimated scalability further by estimating
transmission times for 8 and 16 partitions using the bandwidth obtained with 4
GPUs and the actual data size of 8 and 16 partitions respectively.

We have used three molecular systems as benchmarks (see Figure 2):

– ApoA1 (92,224 atoms) is a well known high density lipoprotein (HDL) in
human plasma. It is often used in performance tests with NAMD.

– C206 (256,436 atoms) is a complex system formed by a protein, a ligand and
a membrane. It presents load balancing challenges for molecular dynamics
simulations.

– 400K (399,150 atoms) is a well-balanced system of 133,050 molecules of water
designed synthetically for simulation purposes.

All our test simulations were executed using MTS Algorithm 1, with a time
step of 2 fs for short-range non-bonded forces, and 1 fs (nStepsBF = 2) for
bonded forces. In all our tests, we measured averaged statistics for 2000 simula-
tion steps, i.e., a total duration of 4ps (4 · 10−12s).

5.1 Comparison of Partition Strategies

To evaluate our two partition strategies described in Section 3, we have compared
their performance on the C206 molecule. We have selected C206 due to its higher
complexity and data size. Figure 4a indicates that, as expected, the percentage

Fig. 3: PCIe configuration of our testbed.



of interface cells grows faster for the linear partition. Note that with 2 partitions
the size of the interface is identical with both strategies because the partitions
are actually the same. With 16 partitions, all cells become interface cells for
the linear partition strategy, showing the limited scalability of this approach.
Figure 4b shows that, on the other hand, the linear partition strategy exhibits a
higher transmission bandwidth. Again, this result was expected, as the number
of neighbor partitions is smaller with this strategy.

(a) Interface size (b) Bandwidth (c) Sim. times (2000 steps)

Fig. 4: Performance comparison of binary and linear partition strategies on C206.

All in all, Figure 4c compares the actual simulation time for both partition
strategies. This time includes the transmission time plus the computation time
of the slowest partition. For the C206 benchmark, the binary partition strategy
exhibits better scalability, and the reason is that the linear strategy suffers a
high load imbalance, as depicted by the plot of standard deviation across GPUs.

Figure 5 shows how the total simulation time is split between computation
and transmission times for the binary partition strategy. Note again that the
transmission times for 8 and 16 partitions are estimated, not measured. Up
to 4 partitions, the cost is dominated by computations, and this explains the
improved performance with the binary strategy despite its worse bandwidth.

The optimal choice of partition strategy appears to be dependent of the
underlying architecture, but also of the specific molecule, its size, and its spatial
atom distribution.

5.2 Scalability Analysis and Comparison with NAMD

Figure 6a shows the total speedup for the three benchmark molecules using our
proposal (with a binary partition strategy). Note again that speedups for 8 and
16 GPUs, shown in dotted lines, are estimated based on the bandwidth with
4 GPUs. The results show that the implementation makes the most out of the
molecule’s size by sharing the workload among different GPUs. The speedup of
APOA1 is lower because it is the smallest molecule and the simulation is soon
limited by communication times.



Fig. 5: Running time (2000 steps) for the binary partition strategy on C206.

(a) Speedup (b) Comparison vs. NAMD

Fig. 6: Scalability (left) and performance comparison with NAMD (right), mea-
sured in terms of simulated nanoseconds per day.

Figure 6b evaluates our combined results in comparison with a well-known
parallel molecular dynamics implementation, NAMD. Performance is measured
in terms of the nanoseconds that can be simulated in one day. The three bench-
mark molecules were simulated on NAMD using the same settings as on our
implementation. Recall that NAMD distributes work tasks among CPU cores
and uses GPUs as co-processors, in contrast to our fully GPU-based approach.
We could not estimate performance for NAMD with 8 and 16 GPUs, as we
could not separate computation and transmission times. All in all, the results
show that our proposal clearly outperforms NAMD for all molecules by a factor
of approximately 4×.

In terms of memory scalability, our approach suffers the limitation that each
partition stores static data for the full molecule. From our measurements, the
static data occupies on average 78MB for 100K atoms, which means that modern
GPUs with 2GB of RAM could store molecules with up to 2.5 million atoms. In



the dynamic data, there are additional memory overheads due to the storage of
interface cells and sorting lists, but these data structures become smaller as the
number of partitions grows. In addition, interface cells grow at a lower rate than
private cells as the size of the molecule grows.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This article presents a parallel molecular dynamics algorithm for on-board multi-
GPU architectures. Our approach builds on parallel multiple time stepping in-
tegrators, but achieves further speed-ups through spatial partitioning and direct
GPU-GPU communication. Our results show the benefits of using GPUs as cen-
tral compute nodes instead of mere co-processors.

Our approach presents several limitations that could motivate future work.
Most importantly, our spatial partitioning supports only bonded and short-range
non-bonded forces, but many complex molecular systems require also the com-
putation of long-range non-bonded forces. Our current solution relies on a static
partitioning, which does not guarantee even load balancing across GPUs. The
experiments indicate that practical molecular systems maintain rather even atom
distributions, but dynamic load balancing might be necessary for finer partitions.
Last, our work could be complemented with more advanced protocols and archi-
tectures to optimize communications between GPUs. Indeed, there are already
architectures that outperform the Intel IOH/QPI interface for the PCIe bridge
used in the experiments.
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